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1. INTRODUCTION
Social applications are relying on increasingly sophisticated
context-aware mechanisms to facilitate interaction between
users. Intelligibility can help users better understand social
applications, but it can also have significant privacy impli-
cations. Recent work has investigated how intelligibility can
help end-users better understand and trust sophisticated in-
ference mechanisms [3]. Adding similar mechanisms to social
applications can help users understand and manage the flow
of information from their social contacts. Indeed, we witness
the emergence of intelligibility in several social applications,
such as friend-suggesters in social networks, context-aware
contact lists, and mobile matchmaking services. However,
intelligible explanations can include sensitive information or
reveal too much about the user’s intentions. Thus, adding
intelligibility to social applications can introduce new pri-
vacy challenges, if they are deployed without careful plan-
ning and consideration.

The relations between privacy and social intelligibility are
complex and crucial for the success of social intelligibility.
In a recent work, we had conducted a user study that in-
vestigated the privacy consequences of social intelligibility
in context-aware applications [4]. This short position pa-
per draws general conclusions from that study, suggesting a
roadmap for future research of privacy and intelligibility. We
will demonstrate our motivation by describing several rep-
resentative test cases that exemplify the impact intelligibil-
ity can have on privacy. We will then describe a theoretical
framework that draws on aspects of contextual integrity the-
ory and social signaling theory to generate an understand-
ing of why intelligibility and privacy are intertwined, and to
draft a list of relevant research questions.

2. SOCIAL INTELLIGIBILITY
Social applications are using sophisticated inference for var-
ious means: inferring the user’s availability for communi-
cation(e.g., ContextContacts[6], and the applications Au-
toReplier and Don’t Text Me), suggesting new friends to

users based on geographical locations and interest (e.g., High-
light and Glancee), and filtering information for users (e.g.,
Facebook’s automatic feed). These inference mechanisms
are becoming increasingly complex and unpredictable. In
many cases users have difficult time understanding how the
mechanisms work [1], how to control them and to estimate
their impact on the social interaction.

Social intelligibility can help users understand their social
applications by getting explanations on the inference related
to their own state and the inference related to the state of
their social contacts. The latter aspect differentiate social
intelligibility from common intelligibility, as explanations
about social contacts may impact the basic social interaction
in the system. For example, if a mobile social network ex-
plains that a person was suggested as a friend because of her
political orientation and her geographical location, the ex-
planation can have a profound effect on the way that person
is perceived.

Figure 1 depicts the generic architecture for social intelli-
gibility. We define two types of users in our architecture:
primary users and secondary users. The application collects
information about the primary users, infers knowledge and
sends it to the secondary users. Intelligibility mechanisms
are used to explain the inferred knowledge to the secondary
users. The explanations can be generated directly from the
sensors or by analyzing the inference mechanisms. As with
previous intelligibility models [3], the explanations in so-
cial intelligibility can interpret why certain inferred values
were generated, why not other values were generated, how
the user can configure the system so that the values would
change, and a history of previous values. Let us examine
an availability interference application, which infers whether
the user can receive a call from different social contacts in
different situations. For example, this application can help
a user prevent phone calls when driving or conversing. Intel-
ligibility can be used to provide explanations regarding the
details of the user’s state, such as why is the user unavail-
able, in which time she would be available, and in which
locations she can be available. Social intelligibility can in-
clude two distinctive kinds of sensitive information:

1. Information about the user’s activities or state, which
is more detailed than the inferred information (e.g., the
information from the sensors that led to the inferred
availability).

2. Information about the user’s configuration of the ap-
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Figure 1: A general architecture for social intelligi-
bility, describing the users, components and infor-
mation flows.

plication (e.g., the rules that define the user’s avail-
ability).

The two types of information can reveal very private infor-
mation about the primary user. For example, if the sensors
for detecting availability are based on location (e.g., whether
the user is at work), the secondary user can learn where ex-
actly the user is at.

3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
When analyzing the relations between social intelligibility
and privacy, we look at two theories taken from social sci-
ences: contextual integrity and signaling theory. These the-
ories can be used to contextualize future research, to guide
hypotheses and research methods, and to relate social intel-
ligibility to other aspects of online social interaction. Con-
textual integrity theory sets a benchmark for privacy [5] that
can be used to capture the nature of privacy challenges posed
by social intelligibility. When analyzing privacy using the
contextual integrity theory, we investigate whether the in-
formation is used in consistent contexts, and in particular
whether the context in which the information was collected
is the same as the context in which the information is used.
If the context is switched, it opens up a potential privacy
threat to users, as the users’ expectations for their privacy
may not be not matched. Let us examine the availability ap-
plication mentioned above. In that application, the context
in which the user sets rules regarding her availability for so-
cial contacts is very different that the context in which the
application provides intelligible explanations to the social
contacts. Exposing the rules as part of the explanation can
reveal the user’s availability preferences to different contact
and compromise the social norms the user associates with
the application usage.

However, treating intelligibility as a technological feature
probably misses the way this technology will be used in the
future. As social intelligibility augments inferred informa-
tion sent from one user to another, providing deeper ex-
planations and contextualizing the information flow, can be
perceived by users as communication means by itself. As
Lampe et al. demonstrate, users use various features of so-
cial applications to send signals to their social contacts [2].
These signals are used by users to communicate personal
qualities, for the sake of forming an impression. Similarly,
social intelligibility can be used to send implicit or explicit
signals to social contacts. Users can turn on or off certain
intelligibility information to signal people on their social net-
work that they belong to a specific group of friends or that
they are particularly trusted. For instance, users can share

historical information with some contacts while shunning
this information from others.

Analyzing social intelligibility through signaling theory can
lead to two interesting viewpoints: First, signals are used to
establish trust between people, and intelligibility can play an
important role in this task as it generates signals through
an automated process. Second, signaling theory looks at
social intelligibility as a dialectic process, in which the ex-
pectations of primary users impact the the expectations of
secondary users. Therefore, future research must look at
social intelligibility as a multi-stage process rather than a
one-time event.

4. IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH
The design of social intelligibility mechanisms requires fur-
ther research to understand the complicated relations be-
tween ts social and technological aspects. The theoretical
framework discussed above defines the privacy in social in-
telligibility as a multi-facet problem, in which intelligibility
has the potential of both compromising privacy and increase
trust. Following this framework, we suggest four key ques-
tions that can guide the design of social intelligibility mech-
anisms:

• The expectations and social norms associated with ex-
planations.

• How explanations impact the interaction between sec-
ondary and primary users.

• The design of privacy controls that allow primary users
to control explanations.

We hope that thoroughly investigating these questions can
lead to a better understanding of social intelligibility and to
their successful deployment
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